TALON MK2 NIGHT VISION WEAPON SIGHT
4X

6X

FIELD OF VIEW:

8.2˚

5.5˚

TWO YEAR WARRANTY

FOCUS RANGE:

OPTIONAL GAIN CONTROL

MODEL:

25’ TO INFINITY

30’ TO INFINITY

OBJECTIVE LENS:

70MM F/1.8

100MM F/1.95

WINDAGE/ELEVATION:

+/- 15 MRAD

+/- 9 MRAD

4X OR 6X MAGNIFICATION

WEIGHT (W/O BATTERIES):

43 OUNCES

90 OUNCES

AA BATTERY OPERATION

11.4”L X 3.8”H X 4”W

14.5”L X 4.5”H X 5.6”W

DIMENSIONS:
EYE RELIEF:
POWER SOURCE/LIFE:
DIOPTER ADJUSTMENT:

30MM (MIN.)
(2) AA-SIZE BATTERIES/40 HRS
-5 TO +2 DIOPTERS

TALON MK2 6X

ILLUMINATED VARIABLE
INTENSITY RETICLE
MOUNT TO ALMOST ANY
WEAPON

NVD is pleased to announce the return of our dedicated night vision weaponsight product line known as the TALON,
and now referred to as the TALON Mk2. The TALON Mk2 Night Vision Weapon Sight line is based upon one of the
best known night vision weaponsight product lines that was ever produced. This line of sights was offered with various
modifications which were designated as the Aquila, Raptor, ITT 7000 and the Nighthawk.
With the introduction of night vision clip-on weaponsights, there was a loss of interest in dedicated night vision
weaponsights for some time, however many different customers around the world have found that the use of a dedicated
night vision sight is much more efficient, reliable, cost effective and accurate than the use of a clip-on night vision scope.
This is especially true when the end user does not have access to weapon with an extended rail which is long enough for
the mounting of both a dedicated day scope and a clip-on at the same time. Also, a dedicated weaponsight is in most
cases, a more accurate set up than a combined day scope and clip-on.
The TALON MK2 4X & 6X Night Vision Weapon Sights are a lightweight & rugged design which utilizes a very high
strength aluminum alloy housing and the highest quality optical components into one package which shows outstanding
performance in the field. The TALON MK2 can be adapted to almost any weapon with a MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny Rail. This
weapon sight has the ability to withstand the recoil of 5.56/223, 7.62/308 and higher CAL sniper rifles.
The TALON MK2 incorporates an illuminated variable intensity reticle which can be adjusted for variable light conditions.
Windage and Elevation are adjusted with independent adjustment knobs. The TALON MK2 is also optionally available
with a variable gain control to adjust for best image quality during varying light levels.
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TALON MK2 4X

Soft Case, Operator’s Manual and Batteries.
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